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Nanotopographical Stimulation of Mechanotransduction
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Abstract Weapply a recently developedmethod for controlling the spreading of cultured cells using electron beam
lithography (EBL) to create polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) substrata with repeating nanostructures. There are
indications that the reduced cell spreading on these substrata, compared with planar PMMA, results from a reduced
adhesivity since there are fewer adhesive structures and fewer of their associated stress fibres. The reduced cell spreading
also results in a reduced nuclear area and a closer spacing of centrosomes within the nucleus, suggesting that the tension
applied to the nucleus is reduced as would be expected from the reduction in stress fibres. In order to obtain further
evidence for this, we have used specific inhibitors of components of the cytoskeleton and have found effects comparable
with those induced by the new substrata. We have also obtained evidence that these subtrata result in downregulation of
gene expression which suggests that this may be due to the changed tension on the nucleus: an intriguing possibility that
merits further investigation. J. Cell. Biochem. 100: 326–338, 2007. � 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Direct mechanotransduction from the extra-
cellularmatrix, that is force transmission to the
cell nucleus, has clear roles in regulation of
blood pressure, vascular response to fluid shear
stress, bone remodelling, maintenance of mus-
cle and perception of touch and sound [Katsumi
et al., 2004] to name a few.

There are presently twomain theories on how
the cell may relay mechanical signals from the

plasma membrane. Firstly, is Ingber’s [1993,
2003a,b] theory of tensional integrity (tensegr-
ity). The theory of tensegrity is derived from
civil engineering principles, whereby a struc-
ture is stabilized through continuous tension,
rather than compression [Fuller, 1961]. Ingber’s
tensegrity units use microfilaments (MFs) and
microtubules (MTs), with MTs acting as load
bearers and the MFs under tension. In this
model, intermediate filaments (IFs) also act
in a tensile mode and are associated with MT
stabilisation. In order to have a tensegrity
structure, prestress is required. It is likely
that actin/myosin motors in cortical and con-
tractile stress fibres anchored to focal adhesions
are used to apply prestress to the tensegrity
structure; acting like cellular guy wires. A
variation on this has been proposed, whereby
IFs form the tensile element of the tensegrity
structure [Charras and Horton, 2002].

Biophysical data backs up both theories.
In vitro, studies with isolated MFs and MTs
showed MFs to be better at withstanding
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tension and MTs to be better at withstanding
compression [Mizushima-Sugano et al., 1983].
Also, when isolated, MTs are straight (bent in
living cells as if under compression), MFs are
bent (straight in living cells as if under tension)
and IFs are entangled (merely bent in living
cells as if under tension) [Hotani andMiyamoto,
1990; Janmey, 1991; MacKintosh et al., 1995].
These observations are consistent with engi-
neering rules stating that tension straightens
and compression bends.
The second model is given by Forgacs [1995],

Shafrir and Forgacs [2002] who adapts percola-
tion theory. This also relies on an interconnec-
ted cytoskeletal network. However, percolation
simply relies on enough cytoskeleton intercon-
nection to allow propagation of signals to the
nucleus; this is called the critical concentration.
A separate theory of interest to us is that

of consistency of interphase chromosomal
positioning. It has been proposed that rather
than the chromosomes (Chs) being randomly
arranged during interphase, that there is, in
fact, a consistency of position [Heslop-Harrison
et al., 1993; Heslop-Harrison, 2000, 2003]. In
fact, an emerging theory is that of Chs occu-
pying discrete territories within the nucleus
(Cremer and Cremer [2001] have written an
in-depth review on this).
A number of early investigators observed

filaments (possibly of DNA) connecting inter-
phase Chs [DuPraw, 1965; Hoskins, 1965,
1968]. Later, Fey et al. [1984] showed that in
interphase cells, the nuclear matrix appears
to interconnect different nuclear components,
suchasnucleoli, to each otherand the surround-
ing cytoskeleton. More recently, it has been
shown that the human endothelial cell genomes
behave as a continuous, elastic structure
[Maniotis et al., 1997a,b].
Further to this, there have been a number of

reports on spatial organisation within chromo-
somes in the interphase nuclei. These include
the major histocompatibility complex on Ch 6
[Volpi et al., 2000] and the epidermal differ-
entiation complex on Ch 1 [Williams et al.,
2002].
In order to investigate and link these theories,

this report uses nanotopography as a non-
invasive tool to alter mechanotransduction in
human fibroblasts; representing changes in
matrix morphology. The nanotopography used
was fabricated by electron beam lithography
(EBL). The surface used (hex, 120 nm diameter,

300 nm spaced pits with hexagonal arrange-
ment) has been shown to have an inhibitory
effect on the spreading and cytoskeletal organi-
sation of this cell type [Dalby et al., 2004b].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials Fabrication

Fabrication. Samples were made in a
three-step process of EBL, nickel die fabrication
and hot embossing as has been published
previously [Gadegaard et al., 2003; Dalby
et al., 2004b].

Briefly, ZEP 520A coated silicon substrates
were exposed in a Leica LBPG 5-HR100 beam-
writer at 50 kV with an 80 nm spot in a
hexagonal arrangement with 300 nm pitch.

Nickel dies were made directly from the
patterned resist samples. A thin (50 nm) layer
of Ni-V was sputter coated on the samples. This
layer acted as an electrode in the subsequent
electroplating process. The dies were plated to a
thickness of ca. 300 mm.

Polymeric replicas, suitable for cell culture, of
the original material were made in polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) by hot embossing. This
resulted in afinal embossed diameter of 120nm.
Planar PMMA was used as a control (Fig. 1).

Cell Culture

InfinityTM telomerase immortalised human
fibroblasts (hTERT-BJ1, Clonetech) were seed-
ed onto materials at a density of 1� 104 cells/ml
in complete medium. The medium used was
71% Dulbeccos Modified Eagles Medium
(DMEM) (Sigma, UK), 17.5% Medium 199
(Sigma), 9% foetal calf serum (FCS) (Life
Technologies, UK), 1.6% 200 mM L-glutamine
(Life Technologies) and 0.9% 100 mM sodium
pyruvate (Life Technologies). The cells were
incubated at 378C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere,
and the medium was changed regularly.

Cytoskeletal Poisoning

In sections where poisoning was used, the
following protocols apply. MFs were poisoned
for 10minwith 10 mMcytochalasin B.MTswere
poisoned for 10 min with 1 mg/ml of colchicine.
IFs were dissolved for 60 min with 4 mM
acrylamide.

Cytoskeletal Observation

After 4 days of culture, the cells on the test
materials were fixed in 4% formaldehyde/PBS,
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with 1% sucrose at 378C for 15 min. Once fixed,
the cells were stained for immunofluorescence
as has been previously described [Dalby et al.,
2004a]. Briefly, the cells were permeablised
(10.3 g sucrose, 0.292 g NaCl, 0.06 g MgCl2,
0.476gHEPESbuffer, 0.5mlTritonX, in 100ml
water, pH 7.2) and stained using phalloidin and
primary monoclonal antibodies for vimentin
and tubulin (V9and tub2.1, respectively,Sigma).
A biotinylated anti-mouse secondary antibody
and a FITC-streptavidin tertiary layer were
then used (Vector Laboratories, UK). Nuclei
were counterstained with DAPI.

Nucleoskeletal Observation

After 4 days of culture, the cells on the test
materials were fixed, permeablised and blocked
as above.Monoclonal anti-laminB (1:50 in PBS/
BSA, NA12, Calbiochem, UK) or A/C (1:50 in
PBS/BSA, JOL 3, Insight Biotech, UK) was
added at 378C for 1 h. For Lamin B staining,
cytoskeleton was simultaneously stained for
using either phalloidin-rhodamine or phalloi-
din-Alexa 350 (1:50 in PBS/BSA, both Invitro-
gen, UK) and polyclonal primary antibodies for
vimentin or tubulin (1:150 in PBS/BSA, V4630
and T220, respectively, both Sigma). After
washing, a biotinylated anti-mouse antibody
was added (1:50 in PBS/BSA, Vector Labora-
tories) for 1 h (378C) followed by washing
(NOTE: An anti-rabbit, TRITC conjugated,
secondary was used for cytoskeletal labelling).
A FITC conjugated streptavidin third layer was
next added (1:50 in 1% BSA/PBS, Vector
Laboratories at 48C for 30 min).

Transmission Electron Microscopy

After 4 weeks of culture, the cells were fixed
with 2% paraformaldehyde (Agar, UK)/PBS
for 1 h at 378C. Cells were postfixed with 1%
osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in alcohols to
100%. Next, the samples were embedded in LR
white medium resin (Agar) and polymerised at
608C for 18 h. Ultrathin sections were then cut.
The sections were blocked with PBS/BSA for
10 min and then a monoclonal anti-vinculin
antibody (1:50, h-vin-1antibody, Sigma) was
added for 2 h. After washing, a secondary 10 nm
gold colloid conjugated anti-mouse antibody
(Aurion, Netherlands) was added for 2 h. After
washing, the samples were stained with uranyl
acetate (2% aq.) and lead citrate, and viewed
with a LEO 912 AB TEM.

Morphological & Adhesion Quantification

After 4 days of culture, the cells were fixed,
permeablised and blocked as above before
addition of phalloidin-rhodamine at 378C for
1 h. After washing in 0.5% Tween 20/PBS,
the cells were counterstained with DAPI and
fluorescent images captured. ImageJ (free
download from NIH) was used to automatically
calculatewhole cell andnucleus areas. It should
be noted that standardised illumination condi-
tions were used throughout.

For focal adhesion quantification cells were
cultured without fresh media for 4 days. After
this period, complete media was added for 14 h,
when complete media with 10 mM bromodeox-
yuridine (BrdU) was added for 3 h before
fixation in 4% formaldehyde. From this point,
similar protocols to those described in Cytoske-
letal Observation were used, but with the
substitution of monoclonal primary antibodies
for BrdU (with DNAse, 1:50, Amersham, UK)
and vinculin (1:50, h-vin1, Sigma). Vinculin
adhesion staining only in S-phase cells (to
remove arefact from different morphologies in
different stages of cell-cycle)was thenmeasured
using Image J as above.

Centromere Labelling

After 4 days of culture, cells were fixed for
5 min in 3:1 methanol:glacial acetic acid. After
fixation, the cells were dehydrated in 70, 90 and
100% ethanol (2 min 2� for each grade). Next,
the cells were placed in 0.1% pepsin for 5 min
before washing with 2� SSC and dehydrating
for a second time. After dehydration, the cells
were baked at 658C for 1 h.

Biotin conjugated probes for centromeres of
Ch 3 and Ch 11 (CamBio, UK) was warmed to
658C for 5min. The probes (pooled to the desired
amount, 10 ml per sample) were next denatured
at 808C for 10 min and allowed to preanneal at
378C for 10 min.

After baking, the cell preparations were
denatured in 70% formamide/2� SSC for 2 min
before quenching in ethanol and repeating the
dehydration step. The denatured, preannealed
probe was then added to the cells, a cover slip
placed on top and hybridised at 378C overnight.
Labelling and amplification with FITC was
performed the next day according to manu-
facturers protocol using an amplification kit
(CamBio). Nuclei were counterstained with
propridium iodide prior to viewing.
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Statistics

All results were observed to be skewed to the
left and were thus log2 transformed before use
of one-way ANOVA (Tukey) using SigmaStat1

software.

cDNA Microarrays

Gene expression changes were detected by
using cDNA microarrays. The arrays were
printed with 1,718 human transcripts obtained
from the Ontario Microarray Centre (http://
www.microarrays.ca). Complete protocols for
the generation of fluorescence labelled samples
from whole cell RNA, hybridisation to DNA
microarraysanddataprocessing canbe foundat
this website.
Briefly, cells were cultured on the control

(n¼ 5) and hex (n¼ 5) for 21 days. At this point,
the cells were lysed and total RNA was
extracted using an Absolutely RNA kit (Strata-
gene, UK) according to manufacturers instruc-
tions. The RNA was amplified using an
Affymetrix Gene Chip Amplification kit accord-
ing to the supplied protocol. Five micrograms of
RNAwas used tomake Alexa 555- or Alexa 647-
(Invitrogen) labelled cDNA suing Superscript II
reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Samples
were prepared for hybridisation by combining
fragmented salmon sperm DNA (0.5 mg/ml;
Gibco BRL, UK) and yeast tRNA (0.5 mg/ml;
Gibco BRL) in EasyHyb solution (Roche Diag-
nostics, UK). Samples were hybridised for 18 h
at 378C onto five cDNA microarrays. Arrays
were nextwashed three times at 508Cwith 0.1%
(v/v) saline sodium citrate (SSC) containing
0.1% (v/v) SDS followed by one wash with 0.1%
SSC alone. All five arrays were scanned to
produce TIFF files using ScanArray scanner
and software suite (Packard BioChip Technol-
ogies, Billerica, MA).
Log2 normalised data generated by compar-

ison of spot intensity between sample and
control was then plotted to show general
patterns of gene regulation.

RESULTS

Cell Adhesion

TEM observation of vinculin/cellular interac-
tion with pits showed that the pits do alter
fibroblast adhesion. As shown in Figure 2,
highly ordered EBL structures, such as hex,
cause low-adhesion of fibroblasts [Gallagher

et al., 2002; Dalby et al., 2004b]. Here, adhe-
sions were seen close to filopodia locating in-
between the pits (Fig. 2A); as the cells came into
closer contact with the surface, the contacts
were seen to mature into focal adhesions on the
planar areas (Fig. 2B). Areas of the cells in
contact with the nanopits generally had no, or
very low levels, of vinculin localisation (Fig 2C).

Quantification of adhesion size and numbers
showed that whilst the pattern of focal contact
(FC, <2 mm), focal adhesion (FA, 2–5 mm) and
fibrilar adhesion (FbA, >5 mm) remained simi-
lar, significantly fewer adhesions of each type
were formed in cells on the hex symmetry
compared to control.

As could be expected with the focal adhesions
of a cell acting as anchoring points for the
cytoskeleton, the topographically induced re-
duction in focal contact formation resulted in
large changes in cytoskeletal organisation
(Fig. 3) and cell morphology (Fig. 4A).

Morphology & Cytoskeleton

On planar control (Ra 1.17 nm over 10 mm),
fibroblasts were seen to have well-organised
MFs (Fig. 3A,B),MTs (Fig. 3A) and IFs (Fig. 3B)
cytoskeletons. On hex, however, few stress
fibres were observed (Fig. 3C,D), and the IFs
were observed to be poorly defined and dense
around the nucleus (Fig. 3D). MTs, however,
remained well organised in cells on the EBL
hex samples (Fig. 3C). This ties in with results
from fibroblasts cultured on 160 nm high
nanocolumns, whereby the features induced

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of electron beam
fabricated nanopits. Pits with hexagonal arrangement—diameter
100 nm, depth 100 nm, centre-centre spacing 300 nm.
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Fig. 2. Transmission electron microscopical images of
fibroblasts cultured onnanopits immunogold stained for vinculin
and adhesion size quantification. A: Filopodia (F) protruding
from the underside of a fibroblast locating in-between pits (P). A
nascent focal contact can be seen directly above the filopodia
(boxed); insets are enhancements of theboxedoriginal, oneusing
red to pick out the gold particles. B: Focal contact (arrows)
located in-between pits (P). C: Very limited (normally no) focal
contact/adhesion (arrow) formation near pits (P). D: Graph

showing mean number of focal adhesion (FA), focal contact (FC)
and fibrilar adhesion (FbA) in cells on flat control and hex
topographies (results are the mean� SD). Adhesion numbers
were seen to be significantly reduced in cells cultured on hex
compared to those culturedon control (results aremean� SD). E:
Size distribution for fibrobasts cultured on flat control and hex
topographies. The distribution was seen to be similar, but
numbers reduced on hex compared to control (33 and 34 cells
counted on flat and hex, respectively).

Fig. 3. Fluorescence images of fibroblast cytoskeletons on
planar controls, hex nanotopography and with poisoned
cytoskeletons. In all images, MFs are red and nuclei are blue.
(A, C, E, G, I) MTs¼ green. (B, D, F, H, J) IFs¼ green. A, B: Cells
on control were well spread with stress fibres, clearly organised
MTs and distinct, radiating IFs. C, D: Cells on hex were poorly
spreadwith diffuseMF’s but well-orderedMTs and had IFswith a

dense appearance close to the nucleus. E, F: Shows punctate MF
cytoskeleton after culturing with cytochalasin, MT’s and IF’s
remain organized. G, H: Shows diffuse MT staining with cells
cultured with colchicine, MF’s and IF’s remain organized. I, J:
Shows poorly organized IF staining after culture with acryla-
minde, MF’s and MT’s remain clearly organized.
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an endocytosis-like response and the cells
attempt to internalise the nanostructure [Dalby
et al., 2004a]. Poisons for each cytoskeletal type
were also used (Fig. 3E–J). Cytochalasin treat-
ment induced the largest changes (Fig. 3E,F)
producing cells of comparable morphology to
those cultured on hex. Colchicine and acryla-
mide treatments produced well spread cells
with clear stress fibres (Fig. 3G–J).

The first step in assessing direct mechano-
transduction is to observe changes in cellular
morphology. Figure 4A shows measurements
of cell spreading (area) in mixed phase and
S-phase only populations. S-phase populations
were used to confirm that results for mixed
phase area (with larger samples sizes) were
true, and not effects of different stages of cell-
cycle due to changes in proliferation (i.e. shifts
fromG1 to G2 populations). In order to consider
how the individual cytoskeletons may affect
direct mechanotransduction, as well as consid-
ering the combined effects of hex, cytoskeletal
inhibitorswere againused as shown inFigure 3.

Trends in cell spreading in the mixed popula-
tions were seen to follow closely those of the S-
phase-only populations (Fig. 4A). Poisoning of
MFs had the largest effect on cell spreading.
Poisoning ofMTsand IFs reduced cell spreading
to an extent. Cells cultured on the hex nanoto-
pography reduced spreading to a similar extent
as with MF poisoning.

For direct mechanotransduction to occur,
these effects must be seen in the cell nucleus.
Again, results for mixed phase nuclei areas
have been compared to those for S-phase nuclei
areas and the fit is reasonable (Fig. 4B). As with
whole cell areas, the largest changes were
observed in cells withMFs poisoned and in cells
cultured on hex. Results for MTs showed a
significant reduction in nuclei areas, but not as
great. Results for IFs, whilst showing decreased
areas, failed to show statistical differences.

Comparison of results for whole cell and
nuclear morphology tie in with each other
and suggest direct mechanotransduction has
occurred due to nanotopography.

Nucleoskeleton

Our results for lamins B and A/C fit with the
results of Dahl et al. The larger nuclei (under
most tension) have a diffuse lamina network
(Fig. 5A,C,E,G), whereas cells cultured on the
hex sample have a dense lamina network
(Fig. 5B,D,F,K). As has been discussed,
Figure 5A,B shows MF stress fibres passing
over the nuclei, Figure 5C,D shows the MT
organizing centre located next to the nucleus
andFigure 5E,F shows IF connecting all around
theperiphery of thenucleus.Results for laminB
have also been considered with cytoskeletal
poisoning (Fig. 5G–K). As with observations of
morphology, results for cells cultured on the
hex show similarities for MF poisoned cells,

Fig. 4. Graphs of cell and nuclei areas in mixed phase and
S-phase populations. For (A) and (B) cyto¼ cytochalasin D to
poison MF’s, col¼ colchicine to poison MT’s and acryl¼
acrylamide to poison IF’s (A). Graph showing whole cell areas.
S-phase and mixed phase trends are a close match. Culturing
cells on hex and poisoning of MF’s leads to the largest reduction
in cell areas. B: Graph showing nuclei areas, S-phase and mixed
phase trends are a reasonable match and again shows that
culturing cells on hex and poisoning of MF’s leads to the largest
reduction in nuclei areas. Results are mean� SD.
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whereas the results for MT and IF cells are in
between the strained nuclei and the relaxed
nuclei results.

Interphase Chromosome Positioning

Here, we test this and the hypothesis of
relative consistency of Ch positioning in the
interphase nuclei by looking at centromeres of
G2 Ch 3. Figure 6A shows results for Ch 3
measurements in cells on control, hex and
with poisoned cytoskeletons. As with previous
results, the largest changes are noted with MF
poisoning and with cells cultured on hex. The
results for MT and IF poisoning show inter-
mediate states, but are not statistically signifi-
cant. Figure 6B shows that the relative position
of Ch 11 is also changed and Figure 6C shows
images of the centromeres in G2 nuclei.

Gene Regulation

Normalised array data shows broad down-
regulation of genes in fibroblasts cultured on
hex compared to those on control (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

It has been known for many years that cells
will react to the shape of their environment
[Carrel and Burrows, 1911; Weiss and Garber,
1952; Curtis and Varde, 1964]. More recent
reports have shown morphological [Oakley and
Brunette, 1993; Chou et al., 1995; Andersson
et al., 2003; Hamilton and Brunette, 2005] and
genomic [Dalby et al., 2002, 2003] responses in
cells cultured on fabricated substrates. These
surfaces range fromthemmscaledownto thenm
scale as technology has advanced [Wilkinson
et al., 2002; Gadegaard et al., 2003].

It is clear that the natural environment of a
cell will have topography derived from neigh-
bouring cells at the mmscale and protein folding
and banding (such as the 64 nm repeat pattern
of collagen [Curtis and Wilkinson, 2001]) at the
nm level. These considerations are inaddition to
the mm and cm scale of the whole tissue in
which the cells are located. Thus, in biomater-
ials and tissue engineering, the topography of
an implant or scaffold may be a powerful tool in

Fig. 5. Lamin B andA/C nucleoskeletons in fibroblasts cultured
on control and hex materials. A–F: Lamin B (green in all images)
and cytoskeletons. A, B: Lamin B and MF’s (yellow) on control
and hex, respectively. On control, cells were well-spread with
clear stress fibres passing over the nuclei and a diffuse lamin B
appearance. On hex, cells were poorly spread with dense
nucleoskeleton. C, D: Lamin B, MF’s (blue) and MT’s (red) on
control andhex, respectively. Again, laminB appeareddiffuseon
control and dense on hex (see black and white insets also). MT’s
werewell organised on bothmaterials with the organising centre
clearly visible next to the nucleus. E, F: Lamin B, MF’s (blue) and

IF’s (red) on control and hex, respectively. Again, lamin B
appeared diffuse on control and dense on hex (see black and
white insets also). IF’s were clearly organised on control, but had
a dense appearance close to the nuclei on hex.G–K: Lamin A/C.
G: Lamin A/C on control had a diffuse appearance. H, K: Lamin
A/C had a very dense appearance in cells cultured with
cytochalasin D (cyto) to poison MF’s and on hex. I, J: Lamin
A/C had an intermediate appearance in cells cultured with
colchicine (col) to poison MT’s and acrylamide (acryl) to
poison IF’s.
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eliciting desired responses from cells to aug-
ment tissue repair and regeneration.

However, it is not clear how cells respond to
topography, especially at the nanolevel. The
first consideration is changes in surface energy
at the fluid/solid interface resulting from nano-
topography. Texture can produce ‘‘superhydro-
phobic’’ and ‘‘superhydrophilic’’ surfaces—as
well as states of hydrophobicity and hydrophi-
licity in-between. Most highly organised nano-
topographies are hydrophobic, that is if a
droplet of water is placed on these surfaces, it
will remain rounded and roll off rather than
spreading into a thin film. This phenomenon
has been termed the ‘‘Lotus effect’’ after the
water repellent leaves of the lotus plant
(Nelumbo nucifera) [Furstner and Barthlott,
2005]. These leaves exhibit a double-structured
roughness, where submicrometric wax crystals
cover a larger micrometric structure.

A recent study calculating the contact angle of
various EBL nanostructures showed such
ordered and nanoscale arrays can range from
hydrophobic to ‘‘superhydrophobic’’ depending
on properties such as aspect ratio [Martines
et al., 2005]. Work from the Kasemo group has
demonstrated for many years now the impor-
tance of considering properties of surface chem-
istry and physics, of which wetability is one
[Kasemo and Lausmaa, 1988; Zhdanov and
Kasemo, 2000]. Thus, it is probable that at the
nanolevel, the hex surface becomes repellent to
the proteins required for cellular adhesion.

The reduction in adhesive protein adsorbtion
may detrimentally affect the ability of cells to
form adhesions, especially the larger fibrilar
adhesions. Integrin gathering is also essential
for the formation of contractile stress fibres.
Certainly, here, the fibroblasts cultured on hex
had many less adhesions and reduced cytoske-
letal organisation.

The results for MFs and hex are intriguing as
they show the largest reductions in cell and
nucleus area. This fits with Ingber’s [1993]
theory of tensegrity. In order to have tensegrity,
MFs are required to generate prestress. Thus,
inability to form structuredMFnetworkswould
result in lack of tensegrity. Cells tend to operate
with high levels of redundancy, and thus the
results for compromised MTs and MFs are not
surprising. Poisoning for such short periods of
time appeared not to result in total depolymer-
isation, rather partial. Thus, as long as pres-
tress could be applied, the tensegrity structures

Fig. 6. Centromere analysis. A: Graph showing G2 interphase
centromere measurements for chromosome 3. Culturing cells
with cytochalasin D (cyto) to poison MF’s and on hex causes the
largest changes in measured distance. Cells cultured with
colchicine (col) to poison MT’s and acrylamide (acryl) to poison
IF’s had intermediate changes in relative positioning. B: Graph
showing G2 interphase centromere analysis for chromosomes 3
and 11. C: Images of cell nuclei with G2 interphase centromere
pairs for Chromosomes 3 and 11 shown as bright dots.
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Fig. 7. Graphs showing gene expression profiles. A: Zoomed-out graph for array 1 showing the line
separating up- and downregulations and the individual genes as scatter points.B–F: Zoomed-in scatter plots
for arrays 1–5, respectively. In all the graphs note that most of the changes in regulation fit into the
downregulation categories, especially when most of the points lying close to the line would be considered
insignificant changes.
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could operate with reduced function. Also, once
the prestress is removed, no furthermechanical
compromise was observed (as with hex where
both MF and IF organisation are reduced).
IFs are the only cystoskeletal proteins to

connect directly with the nucleus, forming a
continuous network with the nucleoskeletal
filaments hence linking the nuclear membrane
directly with the plasma membrane [Maniotis
et al., 1997b; Georgatos and Blobel, 1987]. MFs
pass over the nucleus and MTs are organised
close to thenucleus.MFsandMTs, however, are
closely associated with focal adhesions, again
suggesting an integrated cytoskeletal network
with some order required to propagate mechan-
ical signals to the nucleus.
The Young’s moduli of the individual cytos-

keletons would suggest that they would have to
transduce mechanical signals via tension as
perhaps only bundled MFs could transmit
compressive force. Certainly here, cells on the
planar control arewell spreadwith large nuclei,
whereas cells on hex are less spread with
smaller nuclei. Whilst it could be conceived that
a well-organised cytoskeleton could pull on a
nucleus, increasing its size, it is hard to imagine
that a poorly organised cytoskeleton could
compress a nucleus. Thus, it is likely that the
large control nuclei are under tensile strain,
whereas the nuclei of cells on hex are merely
relaxed. This fits well with results by Dahl et al.
[2004]. They showed the nuclear lamina net-
work to be highly elastic, but to have a
compression limit, suggesting that the lamins
act as amolecular shock absorber. Their results
indicate that the lamina forms a shell of inter-
connected rods, that is extensible but limited in
compressibility.
Other studies have also provided evidence

that IFs can transmit stress signals to chroma-
tin [Bloom et al., 1996] and that in reaction to
tension, the IFs re-orientate leading to nuclear
distortion and nucleoli rearrangement along
the applied axis [Maniotis et al., 1997b]. This
signalling could happen through cytoskeletal
IF interaction with nucleoskeletal IFs and be
transmitted to DNA via the close relationship
of lamins and chromatin [Bloom et al., 1996;
Goldman et al., 2002].
Wang and Suo [2005] write that this type

of ‘action at a distance’ force propogation, that
is from the cell membrane to the nucleus,
disagrees with models that regard the cell
as a homogeneous body [Gudi et al., 1998;

Heidemann et al., 1999; Mijailovich et al.,
2002]. These theories predict that locally
applied force (e.g. on a focal adhesion) decays
over a short distance. Wang and Suo suggest
that long-distance propagation originates from
cellular inhomogenity, with stiff MF bundles
within a compliant cytoskeletal network. They
further suggest that it is the large ratio of pre-
stress and modulus of the actin bundles (an
individual MF has a modulus of approximately
1� 109 Pa) compared to that of the cystoskeletal
network (100–1,000 Pa) [Janmey et al., 1991;
Gittes et al., 1993] that allows propogation.
They further speculate that, as MTs are asso-
ciated with MFs in migrating cells, MTs
stiffened by IFs together with MF bundles
may function as an integrated mechanical unit;
this is consistent with the theory of tensegrity.
They demonstrate their theories by applying
local forces to cells using RGD coated magnetic
microbeads attached to cell adhesions and then
applying torque. Observations of changes in
cytoskeletal [Hu et al., 2003; Wang and Suo,
2005] and nuclear [Hu et al., 2004] morphology
were then made.

With regards issues of tensegrity and perco-
lation, it would seem sensible to argue for a
flexible system where IFs as well as MFs can
form the tensile element of a tensegrity struc-
ture, as this would agree with cells natural
propensity for redundancy in signalling. It is
also possible, and seems likely, that both states
co-exist and that tensegrity structures form in
areas where support is required and forces are
applied. In fact, cellular tensegrity could be
considered to be organised percolation struc-
tures andmay be best considered as application
of tensegrity principles, rather than pure,
structural, tensegrity with defined numbers of
struts etc.

Thus, it is postulated that events such as
adhesion, proliferation and differentiation can
be enhanced/inhibited by nanotopography and
that a significant pathway of signal transduc-
tion is direct mechanotransduction through the
cytoskeleton and than via the nucleoskeleton
directly to the interphase DNA. It is perhaps
tempting to speculate that this could then alter
the probability of gene transcription. These
results fit well with comments by Forgacs who
stated that perhaps the cell is just part of a
larger percolation environment, with collagen
fibres throughout the matrix linking to an
interconnected cytoskeleton via adhesions. We
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extend this to theDNAandpostulate that direct
mechanical linking with the matrix leads to
changes in gene positioning and hence regula-
tion. This is in strong agreement with the
topographical model of the nucleus [Kurz
et al., 1996; Sun et al., 2000; Cremer and
Cremer, 2001; Scheuermann et al., 2004; Mur-
mann et al., 2005] and may help explain tissue-
dependent gene regulation.

Getzenberg [1994] commented that tissue-
specific gene expression is intriguing as regula-
tion by single transcription factors cannot be
explained simply byDNAsequence.Getzenberg
suggests the three-dimensional organisation of
the genome, structural components of the
nucleus and nuclear matrix in different tissues
may alter specific gene regulation. Certainly,
topographical induction of changes in cell
spreading has lead to changes in gene profile.

Recent evidence has shown that nm topogra-
phy can influence osteoprogenitor differentia-
tion in to nodule forming osteoblasts without
theneed for osteogenicmediumsupplemements
[Dalby et al., 2005, 2006a,b]. This may also help
explain howmechanical preconditioning of cells
in collagen (or similar) gels aids tissue engineer-
ing preconditioning, that is mechanical stimu-
lation of cells within a percolation environment
[Knight et al., 2002; Berry et al., 2003].

A further experiment with great merit would
be to compare these results to those from an
environment patterned with adhesion suppres-
sing chemistry produced by, for example micro-
contact printing.
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